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IMPORTANT DATES

28th -  30th November - Grade 12 Exams

28th November - Season 2 ASA’s begin

30th November - Parent Workshop & PTA Coffee Morning

1st December - SKAC Spelling Bee at KFS (online)

3rd December - SAT at ISB

7th December - Early Years Winter Celebration

8th December - Grade 11 Drama Production

9th December - Hour of Code

10th December - SKAC MUN at KFS

Featured Story

Our next parent workshop will take place on Wednesday, 30th November at 8.45 am. This parent workshop
will provide information about the approach to learning and teaching in the Early Years at ISB. There will
also be a performance by the children from the PYP After School Activity Drumming Club - an experience
not to be missed! Following the parent workshop our monthly PTA Coffee Morning will take place. We hope
you can join us for this community event!



From the Head of School

Whole School Academic Policy Updates

As part of the process of school improvement, we regularly review and update our

whole school academic policies. This year, we used our September professional

development day to review the policies mandated by the International

Baccalaureate (IB) to ensure they are aligned with current practice and with

international accreditation requirements. Since September, members of our

Educational Leadership Team have worked collaboratively to continue the review

and update process. This week the ISB Board of governors formally reviewed and

approved the updated policies. They are as follows:

Simon McCloskey

● Academic Integrity Policy

● Admissions Policy

● Assessment Policy

● Language Policy

● Inclusion Policy

The updated policies are now available in the Parent Handbook which can be downloaded from the school

website.

Campus Improvement

This week we received confirmation from the Busan Metropolitan City's Policy Deliberation Committee

that we now have formal approval to proceed with the following planned school improvement projects:

● School field Astroturf replacement

● Secondary Language and Literature Classroom re-modelling and refurbishment

● Grade 5 Classrooms re-modelling and refurbishment

The order for the new astroturf has now been placed. It will take approximately a month to manufacture,

with work on the pitch expected to commence during the winter break. The pitch will be marked for

11-a-side soccer (white lines), 7-a-side soccer (blue lines) and 5 a-side soccer (red lines) to reflect the

games we play competitively. Work on classroom re-modelling will also take place during the winter break

and during January. These exciting developments are all driven by the objectives listed in our Strategic

Plan which are operationalized with this year's whole-school goal to "redevelop our learning spaces to

ensure that they best meet the needs of our learners and support our stated aims as outlined in the ISB

Guiding Statements"

We are very happy to announce that Hea-Young (Helene) Won will be joining our

School Management Team as an Executive Assistant from January 2023. Helene’s role

will focus on working closely with the Head of School to provide organisational,

logistical and administrative support for school events and activities. She will manage

school-wide projects and support new-hire expatriate onboarding. Helene will also

provide translation, logistical support and advice for international staff. She is currently

General Manager at Munsung Global Language Center in Seoul.

Prior to this, Helene was employed as part of the administration team at the United Nations International

School in New York. Helene is TESOL certified and has a BA (Hons) in French Language and Literature and an

MA in French Translation. She also has CPA course qualifications in Accounting and Auditing. Helene speaks

English, French and Korean fluently. She also speaks conversational Japanese, Dutch and German.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XrmUE3EVeFYBullCuapxC7Mn14LZG5oK-ZEGmj9PLLU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DGoZNHe_Zmu_7__yy8c0di6Cl82JnnOFwHhrSoiAdZM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15KqM5R8K7Ed1prs1_c_-uEvE52dz8hGUE7egnX2xclY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1woyYHjBCmeUmaccYL-GuferSCgm8W5ztqc0EXp4cjig/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sYlDUxEjhaErwqKQrur-eD9aymaXtGtXEVBH9M0Gdok/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.isbusan.org/_files/ugd/f2b74e_227917d15db7470088d3b76dadd187ca.pdf
https://www.isbusan.org/_files/ugd/f2b74e_966745622047459e9938bdbdc933ad6b.pdf
https://www.isbusan.org/_files/ugd/f2b74e_966745622047459e9938bdbdc933ad6b.pdf
https://www.isbusan.org/guiding-statements
https://www.isbusan.org/guiding-statements


Whole School News

After School Activities
Season 2 of our ASA programme starts on Monday 28th November
and will run until Friday, 24th February. There are 50 activities on
offer for this season!

From the Whole School Counsellor

Connecting to our Natural Environment to Enhance our Wellbeing

Different research studies state that being in close connection with the natural

environment enhances emotional well-being, reduces feelings of isolation, and

helps deal with anxiety and stress. Contact with natural environments like

beaches, parks, or woodlands is associated with better health in general. Sunny

mornings and splendorous sunsets can bring feelings of happiness and peace and

improve our mood. I encourage you to try these activities with your family to

enjoy nature and benefit from its positive effects:

❏ Take a walk or exercise in a green space, such as a park.

❏ Create your own growing space in your home: plant vegetables, salad

leaves or herbs in your garden, a window box or plant pot.

Ellenore Hibon
School Counsellor

❏ Buy flowers or plants for your home.

❏ Take photos of your favorite places in nature and use them as backgrounds on a mobile phone or

computer screen for example.

❏ Listen to natural sounds, like recordings or apps that play birdsongs, ocean waves or rainfall.

❏ Watch the stars if possible. Use an app or book to help you recognise different stars and enjoy

looking at the night sky.

❏ Be mindful in nature. Find things to see, hear, taste, smell and touch when you go outside.

❏ Try birdwatching.

❏ Have a picnic in a local park.

Some articles and resources to keep exploring ways to enjoy nature:

Nature and mental health

How Does Nature Impact Our Wellbeing?

Nurtured by nature

Mini-exercise: appreciate nature

Please do not hesitate to contact me at ehibon@isbusan.org if you have any questions.

Warm regards,

Ellenore Hibon, Whole School Counselor

https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/tips-for-everyday-living/nature-and-mental-health/how-nature-benefits-mental-health/
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/how-does-nature-impact-our-wellbeing
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2020/04/nurtured-nature
https://youtu.be/nsGbtrl1WkU


From the Elementary Principal

Wheels Day!

“You need wheels, if you’re gonna make deals” sang the Merton Parkas many

moons ago and so it was, on Thursday afternoon at ISB, when the whole

Elementary school took to riding their wheels for a fun, healthy assembly activity.

Thank you to the Elementary Student Council for organising the event, ably

supported by Ms Marie Eksteen. What a fun afternoon!

Kevin Smith

Lost Property
As the colder weather approaches, we have accumulated a lot of Lost

Property items in our Lost and Found crates. Next Monday, we will display

these items on tables outside to make it easier for students to identify their

lost property. If your child has lost something, please take a look and claim

it. Any unclaimed items will be donated to local charities at the end of the

week. Please remember to put name labels on your child’s clothes and

belongings. This helps us to return items to children and avoid the build-up

of lost property.

Kindergarten Sharing Session

At our Monday morning sharing session Suhoo talked about his piano lesson over

the weekend. We asked him if he would like to play for the class and he said he

needed his book. On Tuesday Suhoo brought his piano book from home and

played for the class, we all listened carefully to his wonderful piano playing.

https://youtu.be/vWgX3Q3uizY


PYP Learning Focus

Grade 1 Pagoda Trip

Grade 1 students explored the Pagoda next to our school during Korean class this week. This visit was

connected to our ‘Where we are in place and time’ unit of inquiry. The students studied the Pagoda and

inquired into the purpose of its design. They thought about the materials that may have been used for its

construction. This excursion was an excellent opportunity for our students to see how Korean traditional

buildings are integrated into the modern world.

Grade 3 Explorers

On Thursday a group of eager grade 3 explorers set off from their safe base, the International School of

Busan to discover an unknown forest that could lead to new opportunities and understandings. They had to

cross a river on stepping stones and find their way to the forest. They chose and followed the paths in the

forest and found some dried animal bones belonging to a deer or wild boar.

Some paths were overgrown and

some had very sharp sticky

grasses stuck to their pants,

causing discomfort and lots of

complaining. In spite of their

hardships their expedition leader

led them safely back to their

home base where they enjoyed a

well-deserved lunch.  Exploring

was fun but not always as

comfortable as we imagined.



Grade 5 into Space

Grade 5 launched off into our inquiry unit all about space exploration and what is out in the universe!

Students learned about how scientists in Ancient Greece saw something called "wandering stars." Scientists

later discovered that these were not stars, but actually were planets! To show the size of the solar system

and to learn the names of the planets, Grade 5 created a model of the solar system outside using

measurement, ratios, and our drawing skills. We celebrated our creation by playing a fun game of "Race to

Neptune!"

Early Years 2 Adventure
Today, the students from our Early Years 2 had a great time playing and exploring nature on Jokdo Island.
They had a chance to investigate natural materials such as pine cones, grass, rocks, leaves, and sand
providing endless possibilities for play and imagination.



From the Secondary Principal

With Grade 11 exams, a STEM virtual fair, Science Beach cleanups starting and all

the great learning happening in our classes, it is safe to say that we had another

busy and successful week in the Secondary School. I continue to be impressed

with the energy and enthusiasm that our students bring to school. They are full of

ideas, creativity and initiatives. We want the secondary school to be a place

where our students know that they will be able to express that creativity, discuss

their ideas and propose their initiatives and solutions. This happens through our

classes, our student council, with private conversations and in after school

activities. I continue to welcome all of our students to engage with our school!

We are listening!

Gilles Buck

Please find an updated College Counseling letter and some highlights from the Individuals and Societies

and Design departments below.

College Corner

Our College Counselor, GJ Johnson, will be updating College Counseling information in this section of the

Newsletter every other week.  Here is this week’s edition of the College Counseling letter.

Secondary Learning Focus:  Individuals and Societies Department

Grade 6

In their current unit on Humans: The Creators, Grade 6 students are exploring how resources, wants, and

needs drove innovation in early humans as they moved from being hunter-gatherers to living in settled

agricultural villages and cities. Key questions include: What does it mean to be human? What is the

difference between thriving and surviving? What’s the difference between a want and a need? What does

it mean to be resourceful? Which lifestyle is more advantageous: hunter-gathering or farming? One of the

most important research skills for this unit is developing questioning skills through the use of the QFT:

Question Formulation Technique. This technique can awaken the three-year-old in all of us, especially those

of us who have become better at answering questions as opposed to asking them. Try it at home!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YnEIj7jtHf0rSlZcVTzd7acq_OP2No3R7QE3uCRgx5w/edit


Grade 7

Grade 7 have been working on a unit that has focused on the UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs). The unit initially focused on the factors that contribute to  ‘well-being’ with students thinking about

their ‘ideal’ country and the infrastructures needed for citizens 'well-being.’ In preparation for their

individual presentation on a chosen SDG, students then delved into general data analysis related to the

UNSDGs. Discussions in class centred on global inequalities and the impact of Covid 19 on exacerbating

these. The final assessment focused on personal choice with students able to choose an SDG, develop their

own research question, analyse sources and suggest how both communities and individuals can work

together to resolve these issues. This culminated in a class presentation.

Grade 8

This term Grade 8 has been working on an interdisciplinary unit called ‘Dragon’s Den’. In this unit, students

have had to create a product (in Design) and develop a business plan. This has meant that they have had to

develop all aspects of a business plan from the product (logo and slogan) to pricing, promotion to place.

They have also had to look into

market research and how to

construct questionnaires. The final

stage of this unit will be on

December 2nd when they will

present their ideas to a ‘den of

dragons’



Grade 9

In the Grade 9 class, we’ve been looking at Human Rights, and what it

means to have rights in the world. We started with a word bubble

where students wrote down what Human Rights they know. Then, we

explored and analysed the 30 articles in the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights. Students were tasked with looking around the school

and their community for examples of Human Rights being violated or

upheld. We discussed how art and media, such as photography, work

as a tool to protect human rights and raise awareness worldwide.

Grade 10

In their Cold War unit, the Grade 10 students are looking at how propaganda fueled the ideological struggles

of communism and capitalism during the Cold War. This unit looks at examples of propaganda through print

and visual media to see the effects of persuasive language in the USA and the USSR. In this activity, they

analysed two political posters from the Cold War using the techniques of propaganda.



Economics

Grade 11

Grade 11 Economics students are learning about the government

interventions, such as indirect taxes, subsidies, and price controls, to

address market failure. Students are thinking like an economist to evaluate

and propose solutions to fix the welfare loss caused by market failure. In

order to understand real-world examples, students read news articles and

choose one economic concept as a lens to analyse the articles. Students

read other classmates’ articles and gave comments on the chosen concept

and its justification.

Grade 12

Grade 12 students are currently learning about international trade and

exchange rate systems. As a simulation game, students tried to buy candy

from the U.S. using Chinese currency and experienced how currency often

depreciates and appreciates in the forex market. In addition, students

compared different exchange rate systems, including floating exchange

rates, fixed exchange rates, and managed exchange rates so students have a

better understanding of how and why governments intervene in the Forex

market.

Psychology

Grade 11 students have been learning about

culture and how our cultural values affect

behaviour. Students watched a short video on the

Cultural Iceberg (1:50 mins) to better understand

that we often only see ‘surface culture’ (i.e. food,

language, dress, etc.), but do not always

understand the depths of why a culture acts a

certain way.

They were then introduced to the concept of cultural dimensions from this video entitled Cultural

Dimension: Individualism (I/me) vs. Collectivism (us/we) (2:55 mins), which presents a basic idea of how

some cultures are ‘I’ focused and others that are ‘we’ focused. These worldviews then determine how

cultures may develop values, beliefs, and norms over time. Above are the guiding questions from one of our

lessons.

Grade 12

In grade 12 psychology, our focus is on the prevalence rates of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). In

other words, which demographics (gender, socioeconomic status, developmental) are more and less likely

to handle stressors, both big and small, in their daily lives? To demonstrate their learning, students were

asked to present their ideas in a creative manner, and highlight concepts, research, and content relevant to

the unit. Below is a screenshot of a student’s video who used video game graphics to tell a story of how

developmental factors (i.e. parenting, the environment, and general upbringing) can have a profound effect

on brain development.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=woP0v-2nJCU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CW7aWKXB5J4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CW7aWKXB5J4&feature=youtu.be


Design Department: Grade 9 Wood Pallet Upcycling Unit

The Grade 9 class really needs to be recognized and congratulated for their work in Design this Semester -

an Upcycling unit using old and abandoned wood pallets to make a useful and sometimes aesthetically

beautiful product! These students have worked long and hard to create wonderfully skillful, useful and

well-built projects. Students chose their own focus for a product, and a few students worked in pairs. The

products range from a world map for the wall, a rocking chair, a creative table, a storage container, wall

hooks and hangers, a garden bed frame, a cat bed, and many more. I'm so pleased and very proud of their

efforts as their teacher - they were so motivated and focused for a very useful project with important

take-aways for our world's sustainable future. When you see a Grade 9 student next - please, heartily

congratulate them!

Eco-Schools Update

Dear PTA Members and Parents,

On the first Sunday of every Month the secondary eco club

members are doing a clean-up near the harbour at Songjeong

beach. ISB parents and children are welcome to join in this

community event. However,  as this event is conducted over a

weekend, students will need to be accompanied by an adult.

This is a great opportunity for the ISB  community to come

together to help improve the environment in our community.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions: gvaughan@isbusan.org

Kind regards,

Gill Vaughan and the Eco Club Team

mailto:gvaughan@isbusan.org


World Fisheries Day Challenge

This Monday marked quite an important day because of its significance as World Fisheries Day! There was no

better way to commemorate the day with a design challenge throughout secondary school!

We asked each homeroom to take notes of the presentation we prepared, and further, use them to create a

design that is creative, logical, well-explained and representative of the whole class discussion!

We received some stellar designs as a result! A giant mechanical fish, changes to the sizes of nets, moulds to

catch specific species and sensory warning signs!

In the end though, we had a tie! G8R pulled off a clean design racking up 31 of 40 points; however this was

not enough in comparison to the top two, G11 and G9R which managed to take 32.5 points! Yet, in the end

there can only be one winner and via a second round of voting the club unanimously decided to award the

win to… G11! Congrats!

Congratulations of course to all who participated!! It

was great to see so much critical thinking of such an

undervalued issue and fun to see the life in some of

the designs! G11 have won themselves free pizza;

however, we hope that with that, all students have

taken away something from this learning experience!

By Antonio

Eco Teaching @ ISB!

This Monday, members of the Eco Club taught their first environmental lesson to each of the grade 6-12

Homerooms. As part of the cooperative partnership between ISB and the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)

to facilitate education on the importance of sustainable fishing practices for future generations, Eco

members gave a short presentation on marine sustainability and facilitated a poster-making competition

between Homerooms. Below are images of members giving their presentations:

Grade 11 won the pizza party for their collaboration in producing the best poster that showed their unique

solutions to sustainable practices.

Go green, keep it clean

https://www.msc.org/


Introducing

Each week we feature an ISB Teacher in our

newsletter. This week we interviewed Ben

Ashley

Qualification and certifications:

BA (Hons) Primary Education with QTS.

What is your role at ISB?

Grade 4 Homeroom Teacher.

Our community really is an international community! Where would you say you’re from and where else

have you lived?

I am from England. I have lived in Korea, China and Panama.

What inspired you to become a teacher?

Somehow I ended up working in a bank. It didn’t take long to realise I was in the wrong job. So I took a

chance to go back to university to become an elementary school teacher. I wanted to do something that

would feel meaningful and not repetitive.

What is your educational philosophy?

Students should be the ones driving, taking wrong turns and smiling along the way.

What made you choose ISB?

I have always wanted to return to Korea since I left ten years ago. I feel so lucky to have an opportunity to

work at a truly international school in the heart of Busan with such wonderful people. It was the easiest

decision I have ever made.

What is the best part of your job?

Too many to list, but it would come down to the unpredictable nature of teaching and connecting a student

to something that inspires them to learn for themselves.

What are your hobbies and interests?

My main hobbies would be photography, videography and football.

What is your favourite quote?

“Photography has been my way of bearing witness to the joy I find in seeing the extraordinary in ordinary.” -

Harold Feinstein.

What is the impact you’d like to have on the world?

I simply hope to have a positive and meaningful impact on the students I teach.



From the School Shop

ISB Joggers are here!  Please come to the shop to stock up for the winter season. Also, don't forget we

now have long sleeve ISB spirit shirts. These are great for the cooler weather and the shirts fit perfectly

under PE uniforms.

As we come up on the holiday season, don't forget the shop has gifts like

tumblers, mugs and microfiber towels for the beach.

We are still waiting for sweatshirts but we will definitely announce when

they arrive!

We would also like to give a shout out to Mr. Love for making Taegeuk the

Bear a beautiful wooden sign. Please stop by the shop to see it!

Your Bearista Team @

The BEAR Necessities

From the PTA

PTA Meeting

There will be a PTA Meeting on Wednesday, 30th November, at 10:00 am, immediately following the

Parent Workshop. Members are asked to bring a treat to share and exchange with others and don’t forget

to bring a reusable container to bring home your goodies!

Plans will be made as a group about upcoming winter events such as holiday gifts for staff members,

holiday/winter activities for students and the Secondary Winter Formal.

Important Links:

● ISB PTA Volunteer Kakao Chat

● PTA Facebook Page

https://open.kakao.com/o/gn5XIHte
https://www.facebook.com/groups/isbusanpta/

